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In This IssueTherapeutic Implications of Breast Cancer Stem Cell
Heterogeneity and Plasticity
BROOKS ET AL., 260
In this Perspective, Max Wicha and colleagues use breast cancer as a model to highlight how
an improved understanding of tumor cellular heterogeneity and plasticity may lead to develop-
ment of more effective therapeutic strategies.
Single-Cell RNA-Seq Approaches Reveal NSC
Dynamics
LLORENS-BOBADILLA ET AL., 329 AND SHIN ET AL., 360Llorens-Bobadilla et al. perform single-cell RNA sequencing of acutely isolated neural stem cells (NSCs) from the adult SVZ,
identifying lineage-primed NSCs residing along a continuum of co-existing states between dormancy and activation.
Shin et al. used single-cell RNA-seq and a novel bioinformatic approach named Waterfall to reconstruct somatic stem cell
behavioral dynamics with unprecedented temporal resolution. The genome-wide molecular transitions they identified sug-
gest commonalities among different somatic stem cell systems. Preview by Linnarsson.
Interrogating Genetic Variants Associated with Neuropsychiatric
Disorders using hESCs
PAK ET AL., 316
Pak et al. show that introduction of a conditional mutation in a schizophrenia- and autism-associated gene enables precise
functional analysis of neurons with a carefully controlled genetic background. Using this approach, they uncover haploinsuf-
ficiency phenotypes for humanNRXN1 that mimick mutations seen in a range of neuropsychiatric disorders including schizo-
phrenia. Preview by Hyman. (Top image.)
A Polycomb Switch Promotes Cardiac Differentiation from PSCs
MOREY ET AL., 300
Morey et al. reveal that Mel18, a Polycomb complex associated protein, is an essential epigenetic regulator of cardiac
differentiation. During directed differentiation of embryonic stem cells, they find that Mel18-PRC1 complexes exchange sub-
units in a stage-specific manner and instruct sequential gene activation and repression programs to specify mesoderm fate,
prevent alternate lineage commitment, and promote cardiac differentiation.
Ldb1 Is a Central Regulator of Genome Organization in Cardiac
Progenitor Cells
CAPUTO ET AL., 287
Caputo et al. identify Ldb1 as a crucial regulator of cardiogenesis. Ldb1 binds the key cardiac transcription factor Isl1 and
protects it from degradation. The stabilized Isl1/Ldb1 complex orchestrates a network for transcriptional regulation and
coordination in three-dimensional space, driving cardiac progenitor cell differentiation and heart development.
A TIM-3 Autocrine Loop Stimulates Self-Renewal of Human LSCs
KIKUSHIGE ET AL., 341
Akashi and colleagues identify a TIM-3/Gal-9 autocrine stimulatory loop that regulates self-renewal of human leukemic stem
cells (LSCs) through co-activation of NFkB and b-catenin signaling and promotes leukemic progression in a range of myeloid
malignancies. (Bottom image.)
Safeguarding the Genome with Chromatin Factors DAX and ATRX
HE ET AL., 273He et al. show that the chromatin factors DAXX and ATRX act as a safeguard for the genome
by preventing aberrant transcription and recombination at repetitive elements and telomeres
during developmental stages when global genomic DNA methylation is reduced. Preview by
Liu and Xiao.
Differential Immune Responses to Autologous
hIPSCs
ZHAO ET AL., 353
Using a humanized mouse model with a functional human immune system, Zhao et al.
observed differential immune responses to various autologous hiPSC derivatives, including
rejection of smooth muscle cells and tolerance to retinal pigmented epithelium.Cell Stem Cell 17, September 3, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. xiii
